Introduction
The Blacet SS2800 Hex Zone is a microprocessor controlled 16 stage sequential switch with programmable extras
such as 2 control voltage outputs per step, gate width per step (+ rest, hold, loop ) and dividable clock out.
All programmable features are automatically stored in non-volatile memory. The memory holds 32 sequences and 60
“chains” of sequences.
The module has an internal clock that may be programmed in BPM or TPS (Time Per Step) or an external clock may
be used. External inputs are also provided for Gate and Reset.
The sixteen switches are fully bidirectional so that the “Switch” jack can be an input or output. The active switch can
follow the logical sequence or the module can be programmed to activate any switch on any step. A random function
is also available.
A high quality rotary encoder with a built in push button switch is used to select most programmable settings. The
push button can be used in the sequence edit mode to step through the sequence, allowing fast editing.
A backlit LCD display provides easy to read information.
We designed the Hex Zone to get you up and running and having fun without having to plow through hundreds of
manual pages of esoteric features and complex menus!
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* Press “Exit” (both arrow buttons)to exit Menus on right
Controls and Operation
The Hex Zone is a real time module, meaning that you can edit sequences and chains as they are running.
Saving is automatic (upon exiting Edit Menus) so copy and paste anything you want to save before editing. You
might want to consider using the first few sequences or chains as “working area” and the higher numbers as “save
area”.

Main Menu: Use

the rotary encoder (RE) to select the Sequence, Chain or System Menu. Press the right arrow

push button.

Sequence Mode:

The current sequence (1-32) can be selected with the RE. Press the right arrow to move the
brackets over to Edit. Now you can select the Copy function with the RE or press the right arrow again to enter the
Step Edit Menu.

Step Edit Menu: From this menu, you can select the step number (ST) (1-16), enter the note values for CV1 and
CV2, set the gate width (GW) from 0 (rest) to 99% of the step width, Hold the gate or place a loop point. You can
also alter the active switch (SW) (1-16) on each step or make this a random function.
The RE push button switch will advance the step (if sequencer is not in Play mode) when pushed in this menu,
allowing quick editing.
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allowing quick editing.

Copy Function: While you are in the Sequence you wish to copy, select Copy as mentioned above. Press the right
arrow. The brackets will move to the Seq# area where you can select the destination sequence with the RE. Press
the right arrow again and the brackets will show Paste. Press the right arrow once more to complete the paste. To
cancel the operation, you can select Cancel with the RE, push the right arrow or use the left arrow to exit the menu.

Chain Mode:

Sequences can be chained together to form complex patterns. The current chain (1-60) can be
selected with the RE. Push the right arrow twice to enter the edit menu. Note that you can also select Copy as shown
in the Sequence Mode. See Copy Function above to copy chains.
In the Chain Mode, you can edit the currently playing chain or another chain. Pushing the Stop button is required
before a new Chain can be played.

The menu shows the current chain being edited (C1-60) and the 8 positions in the chain where sequence numbers can
be placed. To enter sequences, use the right or left arrow to position the arrow cursor and the RE to select a sequence
number. Note that the cursor under the number moves as the sequence is playing. (If the chain being edited is not the
one currently being played, this play cursor will not be present.
The End Action area on the lower left allows you to loop (LP), END, or “chain the chain” by selecting another chain
(N1-60). The chain will complete and then jump to the selected chain, playing that chain. This process can be
repeated as desired. By cross referencing two chains to each other, a 16 position chain that loops can be achieved.
The RE push button switch will provide shortcuts in chain mode:
• If the Chain is playing and the arrow cursor is pointing to a chain element, pushing the switch will seamlessly
play that element.
• If the Chain is not playing and the arrow cursor is pointing to a chain element, pushing the switch will move
the play cursor to that element. Play will commence from this point.
• If the arrow cursor is on End Action and is showing a chain number (NX), pushing the switch will switch the
chain currently being edited to that number, without interrupting play.

System Settings:

Select Tempo or Clock Out with the RE.

In Tempo, press the right arrow and use the RE to select the desired setting. Press the right arrow again to toggle
between BPM (Beats Per Minute) and TPS (Time Per Step) in seconds. 15 BPM (4/4 time) is equivalent to 1 TPS or
one step per second.

In Clock Out, press the right arrow and use the RE to select the desired setting of divide by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32. This
effects both the internal clock and any external clock and is available at the Clock Out jack.
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